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The Minerva portal provides a ‘state of the art’ online ID checking capability.  We currently use Credas 

to facilitate this and provide online ID, AML, KYC and bank account checks. 

Definitions 

Term Description 

AML Anti Money Laundering (see below) 

KYC 
“Know your Client / Customer” Describes the process of verifying the identity 

of your customer, usually before doing business with them. 

ID Checks Verifies a person against a gov’t issued Identity Document 

PEP Politically Exposed Person / person of interest 

Liveness 
The process of asking a person to perform an action to confirm they are a real 

person and not a photograph of somebody else. 

Likeness 
Compares an image of a person against one held within an ID documents such 

as passport or driving license. 

App 
A dedicated mobile application that can perform the ID check, this will typically 

need to be installed upon the users mobile phone or tablet. 

CRB Criminal Records Bureau 

 

The Process 

Two different processes can be used to perform the ID checks.   One is via a dedicated mobile 

application which will need to be installed onto the users’ phone or tablet device.  Alternatively, this 

can be performed via a web browser either on a mobile device or desktop.   Note that the process 

needs a camera so typically a mobile phone would be used.   

When an ID check is requested the target subject will receive an email for them to perform the check 

via the mobile app or website.   If they choose the mobile app they will be directed to the relevant app 

store for Android or IOS. 

The Results 

The outcome of an ID check returns a status.  The status is derived from a scorecard based on the 

individual checks performed – with each individual check having different scores based on whether 

there was a successful match, an inconclusive result or a definitive mismatch.  The result from that 
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scorecard is then compared against bandings that determine whether it gets classified as a “Pass”, 

“Refer” or “Fail”. 

In cases where one individual check returns inconclusive, there have been enough positive results 

from checks for it to be classified as a “Pass” regardless of a small negative effect from, for example, 

the electoral register check.  The difference between a “Refer” and a “Fail” is really just a question of 

how far the score falls short of a “Pass”. 

It is possible that, at some point in the future, Credas may introduce a stricter scorecard that won’t 

return a “Pass” in any case where there are any individual failures but in the meantime our approach 

of checking each source and aggregating the results would be the way forward. 

IT IS ALWAYS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LAW FIRM TO CHECK THE RESULTS OF THE PDF.  AN ID 

RESULT WHEN COMPLETED BY A PERSON WILL BE SHOWN AS “SUBMITTED”.  THE LAW FIRM 

SHOULD THEN “APPROVE”, “REJECT” OR “RETAKE”.   

THE LAW FIRM CAN USE THE CREDAS RESULT (BY EXAMPLE : “REFER”, “AUTOPASS” OR 

“PROCESSING”) TO HELP THEM MAKE A DECISION BUT THEY SHOULD MAKE THEIR OWN CHOICE AS 

TO “APPROVE” OR “REJECT”. 

AML 

In the most general sense, Anti-Money Laundering (AML) is the blanket term describing the collection 

of laws, processes, and regulations used to prevent the illegal generation of income.  AML targets a 

wide range of activities, from corruption and tax evasion to manipulating the market and trading with 

illicit goods, as well as hiding any of these.  Since the majority of criminals and fraudsters rely heavily 

on a cashflow of laundered money for their illegal activities, having the appropriate AML checks in 

place has broader crime-reducing implications. 

As part of the AML regulations and requirements companies are legally obligated to appoint a Money 

Laundering Reporting Officer (MLRO).  The MLRO should be a senior employee whom consistently 

implements the company’s AML policies and procedures. 

What do Credas provide? 

Credas helps clients perform AML in real-time using cutting-edge facial recognition – reducing the 

complex, time-consuming, resource intensive and often, expensive processes. 

By working with a wide range of leading commercial data suppliers, Credas offers comprehensive 

checks on individuals, companies, and verify over 4,000 types of identity documents. 
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Multiple data sources mean they offer industry leading accuracy when it comes identity checks, more 

than any other solution available today. 
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FAQ 

 

Q: What is HMRC view of Digital ID Verification? 

A: There is not a simple answer here as the HMRC guidelines need to be compared with that of the 

CML.  However as a useful guide we would reference this page (available as at 28/01/2021) which 

provides some useful information 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/identity-document-validation-

technology/identification-document-validation-technology 

Q: I have Client based outside of the UK can we perform checks upon them? 

A: Credas accepts more than 4000 different types of identity documents including driving licenses, 

passports and national ID cards so the likeness and liveness checks can still be performed.  

International PEP and Sanctions status can be verified but the UK address and mortality checks will 

not be available and there is no international equivalent so the law firm would potentially have to ask 

for more information from the proposed client.  This link show visually which countries are covered, 

https://credasworldmap.azurewebsites.net/ 

Q: Are checks carried out for stolen or forged documents? 

A: The picture on the ID document is compared with the selfie and put under different forms of light 

to rule out digital tampering/forgeries alongside other checks to confirm the document is a valid ID 

document.  Police records are not accessed the liveness test and the selfie/facial match against the ID 

document prevents assuming someone else’s identity. 

Q: Are checks performed against the Criminal Records Bureau? 

A: No check is carried out against the CRB register.  Checks cannot be performed against the CRB 

register without expressed permission from the contact/client. 

Q: Do Credas use a selfie and a video to validate it’s a real person? 

A: They do take a selfie but then ask the user to perform a random action, such as putting your hand 

on your head, to prove it’s a real person and take a still image of that. 

Q: Can a copy of the check be held against the client file? 

A: Yes, it is possible to download a PDF version of the report. 

Q: Do you keep copies of the photos of the ID documents? 

A: No but Credas will hold a copy for 5 years. 
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Q: Do LFS or Credas offer any guarantees?  

A: No, I don’t think anybody could offer 100% guarantees and really it’s down to the law firm to feel 

they have done everything possible to identify and locate any potential issues with a new client and 

be able to prove this if a fraud takes place. 

Q: What happens to the photo of the passport or license that is taken? 

A: These are stored within the Credas database and they are a fully GDPR compliant as a data 

processor. 

Q. Does the Credas check leave anything on your credit history? 

A: The Credas process will leave a ‘soft check’ on the clients’ credit history.   Soft credit checks are 

recorded on the applicants report but do not impact their credit rating.  A soft search returns basic 

information and is more aligned to a background check, auditing details such as the applicant’s home 

address, date of birth etc.  For example, accessing your own credit file and checking your own credit 

score creates a soft check but does not impact your own credit rating.  Lenders will often perform a 

soft check to validate the applicant prior to performing a hard credit check which will leave a mark on 

the credit history and too many hard checks within a short space of time will affect their credit 

rating/score.  As the client is not looking to borrow money as part of the Credas ID validation a soft 

check is all that is required.     

Q. Who do Credas get the data from for each check? 

A: Credas work with multiple data-bureaus (Lexis Nexis, GBG, Equifax and Experian) that enable us to 

perform a variety of checks – The address and DOB checks are undertaken through Lexis Nexis and 

GBG.  The PEP and Sanctions data comes from the World Compliance database, which is part of 

LexisNexis Risk Solutions.  We also have access to further checks including. 

• Address and Date of Birth – Credas checks the customer name and date of birth against the UK 

electoral roll and also undertakes a search against the credit header to confirm the details provided, 

this data is provided to us via Lexis Nexis who use Experian 

• International Sanctions – Credas searches the individuals name against the FATF International 

Sanctions lists and provides any results, along with the address details. 

• International PEPs – Credas searches the individuals name against the Tier 1, 2 and 3 PEP lists to 

confirm there are no matches. 

• Bank Account Check - Completed using Experian and Equifax data against the customers’ credit file. 

Q:  What exactly does Sanctions and watchlists include? 

A:  Sanctions lists and Watchlists covered include: 
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• Her Majesty’s (HM) Treasury List 

• Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) Sanctions 

• Bureau of Industry and Security 

• Department of State 

• EU Terrorism List 

• FBI Top Ten Most Wanted 

• Interpol Most Wanted 

• ICE List (U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement) 

• CBI List (The Central Bureau of Investigation) 

• SDN & Blocked Entities 

• SECO List 

• Treasury PML List 

• UN Consolidated List 

• OCC Shell Bank List 

• World Bank Debarred Parties List 

Q. Can we do ID against more than one person and other 3rd parties? 

A: Yes, the client questionnaire can trigger a second ID check if joint clients.  If using the MatterSphere 

case management software ID checks can be triggered against any matter associate.  A similar facility 

will be built into the Minerva portal.  

Q. Can the client come into our office and do the checks? 

A: Yes, we recommend you set up a facility - (iPad with Credas app installed) to do this – it is safer than 

getting staff member to verify ID and no requirement to copy scan passports or keep them in your 

office 

Q. Does this help with our GDPR requirements? 

A: You will still need to do your own compliance if you download copies of the reports as they will 

contain pictures of ID documents and other information, although this is not essential and you can 

view web based versions of the reports which are stored on the Credas servers and therefore by doing 

that it could help with your own GDPR compliance. 

Q. Do Credas comply with GDPR requirements? 

A: Credas are fully GDPR compliant as a data processor. 

Q. Does facial recognition check a central database? 

A: No, it only checks the person in the selfie is the person on the ID documents’ photo. 
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Q. If the report fails can we still act? 

A: The final decision will always rest with you – if the report fails significant areas you may want to 

submit a SAR report – if it’s a minor fail you could ask for further documentation or for them to 

complete again with different / clearer ID docs. 

Q: What does the Bank Account check actually do? 

A: It verifies whether the name belongs to account’s holder. It also has address validation (not just 

postcode) and can recognise cases where the given address is: Current, Previous or Forwarding.  By 

passing in the account number, sort code, Postcode and surname, it validates that all the details are 

correct – i.e.:- that account is valid, active, and registered to that name at that postcode. 

Q: Will the bank account check validate joint accounts? 

A:  Currently the check will work on an individual basis so a second check will be required for a joint 

account holder to confirm the name. 

Q.  What do the SRA / CLC recommend for an AML report? 

A: the SRA have published some guidelines on their website 

https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/guidance/ethics-guidance/the-money-laundering-terrorist-

financing-and-transfer-of-funds-information-on-the-payer-regulations-2017/   

they also have a downloadable PDF which can be found here 

https://www.sra.org.uk/globalassets/documents/solicitors/code/lsag-anti-money-laundering-

guidance.pdf 

And more information here: https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/resources/money-laundering/money-

laundering/ 

The CLC have publish the following article regarding AML red flags.  https://www.clc-uk.org/anti-

money-laundering-red-flags/ 

Q: Does Credas check negative information? 

A: No not currently, Credas does not provide details of persons that have committed fraud (including 

identify fraud) etc 

Q: Why does the image fail to verify sometimes? 

A: If there is glare on the picture it may fail to validate against the photograph.  The app offers guidance 

to take the picture away from glare and it will prompt to re-take if the text on the document cannot 

be read but the picture is passed off to another process which can take longer to verify. 
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Q: How does the passive / liveness work? 

A: We have implemented our passive liveness. This can verify the liveness of an individual based on 

their selfie image. If we are unable to verify the liveness using just the selfie image, the process will 

default to the previous process whereby the customer is asked to complete a unique action to verify 

their liveness.  

Q: How are the passports NFC chips used? 

A: The NFC chip reading adds an additional layer of security by extracting and analysing the data 

contained on the chip within the passport document. It is only used to verify the authenticity of the 

document against the visual analysis of the image taken.  

Q: Do all devices read an NFC chip ie Ipads and Android devices? 

A: The NFC chip can be read by Iphone and Android phone devices. They cannot be read using tablet 

devices or computers.  

Q: Do Credas NFC photo of the passport to compare with the selfie? 

A: The process does verify the image contained on the chip, against the image in the passport 

document. These are then compared with the selfie image to confirm a facial match.  

Q: In order to read the chip is it simply a case of placing the phone on the passport? 

In order to read the chip, the user is required to place the phone on the passport as shown in the 

instructions.  

Q: The Credas app suggests the phone is held sideways when taking photos? 

We have now changed the instructions to stop suggesting rotating the phone sideways so hopefully 

this will reduce the amount of rotated photographs being received. We will continue to monitor this 

and if the issue persists, we will look into rotating photographs based on direction of the phone in a 

future release. 

Q: When taking a photo does the red box appear? 

A: We removed the box based on previous user feedback saying it cluttered up the UI, especially on 

older phones/phones with smaller screens which made it harder for them to see if the document was 

in focus/had glare. 

Q: What rules process a match for PEP/Sanctions? 

A: Credas use DOB as a data field in PEP’s checks. However, most PEP’s and Sanctions lists do not have 

a DOB field recorded against them. Typically, only 1 or 2 out of every 15 entries will have a DOB 

recorded. So Credas does display a DOB against any potential matches, but as most entries in the list 

do not feature a DOB it has limited use.  Any other provider serving up results for a search purely 
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against a NAME and DOB will likely return hardly any results ever but that doesn’t mean it is a good 

quality search, given the information above.  

Q: Can I recharge for Credas ID (KYC / AML / ID) checks? 

A: Many of our clients recharge a fee for the “Management and time taken to carry out a KYC / ID / 

AML” process rather than re-charge the specific fee.  The SRA have confirmed this is the correct 

approach and this can be seen on their  website (link below) as part of the “other Information section” 

https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/resources/money-laundering/money-laundering/.  

The important point is this should be clear and transparent in your quote at the outset of your 

transaction.  

Q: What are the NFC statuses? 

A: Not all devices and not all ID documents support NFC.  Credas reports the following statuses when 

the user is attempting to use the NFC reader function:- 

 

Q: Why do some results not show a “Visual Analysis Result”? 

A: On passports, we conduct an NFC chip reading search which extracts the data from the chip and 

checks this against the document to verify the information. When an NFC chip read is completed, the 

visual analysis is not completed as the NFC check has been completed to validate the document. 

Q: Do names need to be exact spellings for ID name check? 

A: If a name is mis-spelt or abbreviated, this will result in a name check failure. This applies to both 

forename and surname. 
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Q: Do names need to be exact spellings for PEPs and Sanctions? 

A: When undertaken the International PEP and Sanctions search, we do complete a fuzzy match on 

the name therefore results should still return if the name is slightly mis-spelled however we would 

suggest running the search again if the name is incorrect to ensure the correct results are checked. 

Q: If an ID check has a Credas Result saying “Processing” – what does that mean? 

A: The Credas result when showing “Processing” once the ID has been submitted should be 

disregarded as the check is just in a state of being locked.  If the ID check has been “Submitted” which 

it would have been to be at a Credas result status “Processing” then the user should just Approve, 

Reject or Retake once they have Viewed the PDF to assess the results. 


